### APA

For online sources include DOI number (digital object identifier if available: If no DOI number (digital object identifier) is available, use URL if source is online:

**Sample reference list citation with DOI:**


**Sample reference list citation with URL:**


**Sample in-text:** (Stowell, 2003, p. 41-51)

*For more information see pages 208-209 and 174 (in-text) in the APA Publication Manual, 6th ed.*

### Chicago (Notes/Bibliography)

For Online sources include DOI number (digital object identifier) or stable URL

**Sample note:**


**Sample bibliographic citation:**


*For more information, see pages 742-743 in the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed.*

### MLA

**Sample bibliographic citation:**


**Sample in-text citation:** (Stowell 41-51)

*For more information, see pages 144, 192, and 193 and 214-215 (in-text) in the MLA Handbook, 7th ed.*
# Book Review

For Notes/Bibliography form, Turabian suggests that reviews be sited only in notes. See page 191 for exceptions.

## Turabian (Notes/Bibliography)

### Sample note:


### Sample bibliography citation:


*For more information, see page 191 in the Turabian Manual, 8th ed.*

## ASA

### Sample reference list citations:


*For more information, see page 52 ASA Style Guide 4th ed.*
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